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Created through a "student-tested, faculty-approved" review process with hundreds of students and

faculty, EXPLORACIONES CURSO INTERMEDIO is an engaging and accessible solution for your

intermediate Spanish course that accommodates the diverse needs and motivations of today's

learners at a value-based price. It is a student- and instructor-friendly program that supports today's

contemporary students while building proficiency in all the language skills through communicative

and contextualized activities. Consisting of 10 thematically based chapters designed to facilitate

teaching for cultural and communicative competence, activities are varied, personal, and represent

an approach that encourages students to engage at their current level while moving them to do

more with their language learning in varied contexts. EXPLORACIONES CURSO INTERMEDIO

includes a full suite of learning aids to help students achieve at the intermediate level, including

tear-out chapter review study cards, self-quizzes, downloadable flash cards, and more.
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Get Ahead with Blitt/Casas/CoppleÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s Exploraciones Curso Intermedio              View

larger              View larger              View larger              View larger           Learning Your Way   An

innovative combination of content both in print and online provides a core text and a wealth of

comprehensive multimedia learning assets.       Emphasis On Proficiency   Activities are designed to

assist you in synthesizing what you have learned and to expand understanding.       Authentic



Learning Experience   Authentic Video Program (Two per chapter): 1) &#039;Video cultural&#039;

provided by &#039;BBC Mundo&#039; features authentic and journalistic footage from around the

Spanish-speaking world. 2) &#039;Cortometrajes&#039; (authentic short films) provides a strong

engagement piece to enhance your learning through rich visual and cultural input.      

Chapter-in-Review Cards   Chapter-in-Review Cards are included at the back of the Student Edition,

and provide students a portable study tool.

Elevate Thinking Through Listening, Speaking, Reading, and Writing Activities with iLrn             View

larger               View larger               View larger           Succeed in Your Course with iLrn.   Its ease

of use, communication tools, and superior content ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€• including multimedia and

authentic materials ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â€•helps you succeed in the course.       &#039;Share it!&#039;

allows you to interact with other students.   &#039;Share it!&#039; allows students to upload files,

such as videos, for assignments and projects. Once files are uploaded, students can comment and

rate each otherÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s submissions.       Elevate Thinking.   iLrn resources allow you to

learn basic vocabulary and grammar, and apply what you learn using communication tools. Use the

Voiceboard to record your interactions with your instructor and classmates in the language you are

learning.

Mary Ann Blitt began her Spanish studies at the age of 13 while living in Madrid, Spain. She

received her B.A. in Spanish from the University of Colorado at Colorado Springs, and after

spending a year studying at the Universidad de Granada, she returned to the university to obtain a

teaching certificate. She later attended Colorado State University, where she received her master's

degree in Spanish with interdisciplinary studies in French. After teaching Spanish and coordinating

the study abroad program at Metropolitan Community College-Maple Woods in Kansas City for

fourteen years, she joined the faculty at College of Charleston in 2014. Mary Ann has studied in

Spain, Mexico, France, and Canada and has trained teachers of English as a Foreign Language in

Asuncion, Paraguay. She is currently actively involved in professional development

workshops.Margarita Casas was born in Mexico City, Mexico. She completed her bachelor's degree

in sciences and techniques of communication in Guadalajara, Mexico. She holds two master's

degrees from Colorado State University, one in Spanish literature with an emphasis on education,

and the other in Teaching English as a Second Language. Currently, she is faculty and Chair of the

Foreign Language Department at Linn-Benton Community College. She has collaborated on two

textbooks prior to EXPLORACIONES and has published a novel, Italia en cuatro estaciones, winner



of the first literature contest of the Universidad de Guadalajara. She is an avid traveler who hopes to

inspire her students to travel and see the world by themselves.Mary T. Copple joined the

Department of Modern Languages at Kansas State University in 2007; she currently coordinates the

Spanish Language Program and teaches courses in linguistics, second language acquisition, and

foreign language pedagogy. She also works with graduate students in the Second Language

Acquisition (SLA) MA degree programs. Working from a usage-based perspective, her research

focuses primarily on language acquisition and Spanish linguistics in the areas of language variation

and change, and sociolinguistics. She is currently involved in a project that explores how students

acquire second language sounds and variation among speakers of different backgrounds.

Great for expanding my level of Spanish. Clear and easy to read and follow. Contains so many

activities and learning tools.

This book is so politically correct. I wanted to learn Spanish, not what the authors think I need to

believe. It's pretty annoying. The nuts and bolts of the Spanish part are okay, but it needs a quick

review of elementary Spanish, and a quick review of punctuation in Spanish would be very nice

also. I do like the cards in the back for review of each chapter. I will not be keeping this book,

though. I will sell it back and recover some of my investment because it is not worth keeping. I

prefer the Anda! series. They don't push their politics as much.

Ordered wrong one

Good learning, buy the online software package

Great, but no iLrn access.

The book was in pretty rough shape, but usable. However it was advertised as including the online

code, which is true, but the code is useless because it's already registered to someone else.

Great for learning

Great delivery and book as described
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